
 

      

Toorx Msx-70 multifunction station space-saving 102 kg weight pack  

  

Product features:  

Maximum User Capacity: 135 Kg
Dimensions Open:
Packaging dimensions:
Product weight:
Weight of the packaged product:
Certifications: CE EN ISO 20957-1/957-4
Warranty: 2 years
Seat size:
Backrest size:
Ankle rollers: in foam ad alta densità con
rivestimento in eco pelle

  

Product description:  

The Toorx Msx-70 is a multifunction station made with great attention to detail , both technical and aesthetic.

 The structure of the multifunction station weighs 170 kg and is made of 65x65 mm square section reinforced
steel tubing finished with a double epoxy powder coating, scratch-resistant.

 The MSX 70 is built to allow you to train in complete safety, thanks to the polyurethane-coated braided steel cable
system, with a breaking load set at 2000 kg.

 The cables pass through a system of pulleys and pulleys with ball bearings , which allow extremely fluid and
controlled movements.

 As standard, the MSX-70 comes with a 102kg weight stack with side guard .

 Comfort during use is then guaranteed by the high-density foam padding , which maintains its shape over time and
supports movement during exercises.

 The MSX-70 is a real home gym , capable of training every muscle in your body. Among the main exercises we
can carry out we find:

 triceps, abdominal crunch, leg extension, high pull AB crunch, tricep push -down, lat pull down, biceps, pectoral fly,
seated press bar row, seated pulley row, front press, leg kick back, seated shoulder press, upright row, standing leg
curl, standing shoulder knee raise.



 

      

 Weight Development: 

 Maximum front press weight 118 kg
 Maximum back press weight 95 kg
 Maximum butterfly weight 43x2 Kg
 Maximum lat pull weight 100 kg
 Maximum low pulley weight 100 kg

 Characteristics: 

 102 kg weight pack with lateral protection guard
 Horizontal leg extension adjustment on 3 levels
 Horizontal backrest adjustment on 6 levels
 Pulley and pulley system with ball bearings
 Polyurethane coated braided steel cable system. Breaking load 2000 kg

 Equipment:

 Handle and anklet for tractions included
 Double Butterfly function - Butterfly + Rowing
 Bar Lat Machine
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